The Ride
by Ross Weiter
I have never ridden a bike race. I have never ridden over 100km. I have never been in a peloton.
Somehow, I came up with the idea to ride a 100km bike race in a peloton.
This idea germinated inconspicuously. Sometime in mid-Feb I picked up the bike again, after not
riding for a couple of years. I made up a local circuit near my house, a 30km ride combining the
burbs with a stretch of the Reid Highway. Once a week a looped around that, plus 45minutes in a
gym. Yes, I called that training ☺
The Freeway Bike Hike came along and I entered the 70km category. I was really paranoid about that
one, having never ridden that far. Was I going to cramp up and be stranded in Mandurah or was I
going to get to Perth? I organised a little team of 3 people and we all had a grand little adventure on
the 18th of March. I loved it. With a weak tail wind, three freeway lines and lots of people to draft,
the ride was easy. Too easy. Hmm, I need more of a challenge. But which one?
My mate Ruth just so happened to be organising the Kalgoolie-Menzies-Leonora race, the 83rd
Goldfields Cyclassic. It is actually two races back to back, with the first one 132km and the second
one 105km. I wanted to go but could not get much training done, busy with several camping trips
with the kids, work, house, the works. It was all too hard. I dithered for a while. At the end of April
and with 5 weeks to go, I did commit though and started training seriously…..or at least I thought
that what I was doing was serious training. On Fridays I usually rode 70-95km along the southern
freeway bike path, on Tuesday I would do 6-8 sets of 3+3min intervals in the gym and on Thursdays I
would do a 60min “ride” again in a gym. That was about 150km a week all up, no hills.
On Friday 1 June, while most of my climbing friends drove north to the Kalbarri Gorge or elsewhere, I
drove east to Kalgoolie (“Kal”), my outmoded aluminium bike chucked in the back of the Xtrail. It
took over 6hours. In Kal I stayed with some friends (Ruth) and friends of friends (Julie and John).
Ruth has done three ironmen. Julie is 60 years old and won the world triathlon championships in her
age category 5 years ago. These people were serious and I was feeling a bit sheepish.
Somehow I got drafted into the race organisation process. Got up at 6am on Saturday and rode to
the start where I helped to put up road barriers, flags and sponsor signs. At 7am I was at the Kal
airport, part of the posse sent to welcome the pro riders who were flying in on a charter. We had a
pretty funny experience there…the plane landed….. taxied, and then sat on runway….for about half
an hour. The Qantas ground staff just did not turn up. Much frenzied phoning turned up some dopey
SkyWest bods who eventually managed to attach the stairs to the exit door and the pros from Plan B
and some Easter States outfit piled out.
We all headed to the Western Mining Conference Centre where the Allied Pickfords containers with
bikes were (for most people). Race briefing was at 9am and there was no doubt who was the boss
when Ruth spoke! There were many rides from the Eastern Goldfields Cycling Club, the club that was
putting this on. There was also Bully, the local shop owner and nice guy, and Rob Northcote the race
manager, two commissars and other race officials. We strapped the timing thingos to our forks and
greased up our butts.

Just after the start. I am at the back, in yellow.

The show then moved to the start area in front of Monty’s Pub on Hanna Street and the protagonists
took off in the order of increasing ability. First the community riders who rode the distance as a relay
team of two or four. Then E grade, D grade, C, B and E, staggered by about 12 minutes. I was in D
grade. There was a 12kph north easterly wind and we were riding north.
The D grade peloton took off like a rabid fox, straight up to 40kph and staying there. We all rotated
through the point. The riding was not smooth, with all kinds of gaps, I even had to touch brakes a
couple of times. Some of the better riders whinged about it, others had no idea. I just hoped that no
one really stuffs up as I did not want to be a part of a large heap with arms, legs and bike parts
sticking out of it. Ah well, that is D grade I guess. It was quite hard riding but I was fresh then and it
seemed fine. At 18km we hit the Gilgi Roaster sprint and all hell broke loose. The peloton
accelerated to the high 40s, according to the computer I maxed out at 50 going slightly uphill. I was
not fast enough responding though and suddenly there was a 5m gap in front of me. I was now
doing almost 50 with no draft, just trying to catch up. It was knackering, after a couple of hundred
meters I gave it up and fell off. So did many others. The multi-wheeled machine continued on its
merry way, accelerating way from us. Bugger.
It took me maybe 5 minutes to stop panting and get myself together. The stragglers, me among
them, have organised themselves into little mini groups. I fell in with two other guys, Brad and
Quenten, about my age and slightly smaller but still useful for a draft. I knew their names as they
were written under the race numbers and hanging off their butts. You did spend a lot of time looking
at peoples butts, although I had no idea what Quenten’s face looked like until he introduced himself
at the dinner later in the day. Our little threesome plodded on at a much reduced speed, as our draft
was nothing like that of the peloton. We rotated every half a minute or so.

The road was gentry rolling, initially wooded on both sides. We rotated regularly, maintaining just
above 30. At 50km or so Brad got tired and could not maintain our speed any longer. He fell off, and
later I found that he did not finish the race. It was just me and Quenten now.
Suddenly there was a great swishing of wheels behind us and the C grade peloton caught us up,
some 15 people, riding at a leisurely 34km (in a large group this is a pretty slack pace). Nirvana! We
immediately decided to hang about the ass end and not rotate, enjoying the draft, eating, drinking
and having a little party there. Sweet.
It was too good to last and it didn’t. After about two minutes there was another great swishing of
wheels and this time the combined grade B and A peloton motored past, doing a blistering 50kph.
This completely busted up the C grade peloton we were chilling with - some of the C graders trying
to go with the A/Bs, others maintaining their own group but going faster, a couple falling off the
back. Unfortunately the last case included Quenten and me again. I was dead last in this busted up
peloton and found myself 30m behind Quenten. I had to catch up, or I was going to ride 80km by
myself! I motored up and did catch up with Quenten, and out new mutual buddy Ian.
Our new three rode together for an hour or so. Being a reasonably fast outfit we were overtaking
community riders, E and some D graders. At first we rotated regularly and maintained speed. It soon
became obvious that Ian, being a C grader, was a fair bit faster than us, so when he was in front we
did 34kph, when me or Q were in front we were doing 30. Personally, I was developing a major
problem with this situation, namely because I could not rest. Because were going so fast when I was
not in front, I was barely keeping up. This meant that I could not eat food, which meant that I was
getting weaker. At 83km the inevitable happened and I dropped off. Quenten and Ian quickly
disappeared. I was now hungry, exhausted, and with no draft. Sod it, I though.
This was now by far the slowest part of my race, for about the next 45min I averaged about 24kph.
Uphill I was hugging 20! I abandoned all dreams of a respectable time and focussed on finishing. I did
have plenty of time to eat and drink now though, so as time went on I accelerated a bit. There were
no trees now and the wind was often head on, I had no one to hide behind. It is amazing the impact
a 12kph headwind has on a sole rider.
At 100km I noticed someone sitting behind me. Incredible, someone slower than me? Er, no, she
was faster. I was being overtaken by a community rider. She was a good size so there was a bit of
draft to be had so I hung onto her rear tyre like a monk onto a set of whorehouse keys. It was a
wildly fluctuating ride, 26kph uphill, 40kph downhill, but the average was decent again. I was not in a
mood to rotate….she was only riding 33ks and I had 100 in my legs. The other reason was that I was
too buggered. Chivalry died there and then. We went on for about an hour, catching another
community rider 10ks from the end. I had a couple of caffeine gels and this, combined with the
drafting made me quite perky by the time we were at 132km and in Menzies (lesson learned!). I
could have ridden on but this was the end. Weird.
Later on I found out that the winning time was 2:54hrs. What remained of the D grade peloton
(about 6 people from 35) came in one hour later. I came in at 4:31hrs, 56th out of the 75 starters, of
whom ten did not finish. At least I was here, my first race done.

The Saturday night dinner at the Menzies town hall.

Menzies has about 10 hours and inhabitants, all of whom turned up. When the race started in 1930
this was a real town apparently, now it was your typical country remnant…..pub, town hall, half a
dozen houses, that’s it. There were some street races later, with the A grade boys sprinting for wads
of cash.
We pitched tents at the oval and enjoyed some great hot showers. There was an excellent meal
served later at the Menzies town hall: pasta, pasta, more pasta, various sweets….no worries about
getting fat that evening! There was a great presentation and a few grand in prize money went out to
the various categories and locals. I took in the vibes and was just glad to be there.
The next day I did not feel like the 105km to Leonora, realising I needed to be fitter to make the
most of it. Plodding at the back is not my style. Instead, I spent the day helping with the race,
handling barriers, banners, driving race vehicles. The finish coincided with the Leonora Golden Gift,
the richest running race in Australia, and the town was all decked out, with serious crowds in
attendance. (Leonora is a real town, unlike Menzies.) The cyclists added much flavour to the runners,
using the same finish line. For all it is worth I recon that the runners may be more buff but hey, we
had better toys!!
James Reyne played, we partied, everybody drunk late into the night. On Monday I drove for 9hrs to
Perth, first returning the Commissar Prado to Thrifty in Kal, then proceeding in my own appliance.
Reached the home cave just after 8pm.

The D grade peloton on Sunday.

Now I am pretty happy I have completed what I set out to do (I always thought I was about 10% for
day 2 so not fussed about that), and learned lots of things. Here is a list of what I learned, to jog my
memory for next year:
1. Road racing is not like sensible solo riding. It is not sensible or supportive……in fact it is the
most exhausting way to cover distance. Firstly it varies effort and pace: is fastest at start and
slowest at finish, there are nasty upsetting things like sprints, plus people accelerate going
uphill!! These things just bleed energy. The draft is great, but…..This was nothing like my
freeway rides which would start slow, decelerate uphill, be at steady pace, have no sprints. I
need to adjust my training to actually approach what the thing is like.
2. I carried too many bars and not enough gels. I could not digest solids when I was working
hard (riding with Ian), this made me weak. The caffeine gels really work.
3. For this kind of distance I need to do about 200-300km a week training, including one 150km
ride per week. That’s D grade. The A graders and pros were doing 1000km per week. I need
to train seriously for two months before, plus another “starting” month.
4. I need to put my handle bars lower. This means my neck will hurt more but I will go faster. I
am sitting too upright, even on the bottom of handlebars. Need better form. Was impressed
with how horizontal Ian was.
5. Need to keep my computer on distance at all times and note where the sprints are, this way
I will be ready and not miss them. Write the sprint distances on masking tape attached to
handle bars. Don’t worry about cadence while racing, use it during training only…..I was told
this but need to verify as sounds a bit dodgy.

6. I carried enough water, using 2.7L in 4:31hrs, at 21degC. Four 0.75L bottles were enough, at
0.6L per hour. I noticed that the fast guys could go on 1.5L for 3 hours.
7. Gatorade is useless as it has no magnesium. Use water and gels, or Endure + bars. Julie was
drinking Endure.
8. The technique of rotating the four bottles using my teeth worked well.
9. Bike worked well, maybe will get some aero wheels if I have $ to burn.
Back next year!...and the Freeway Ride, and the Three Dams. I will have a 3 month riding season
every year, the rest will be climbing. Maybe I can suck in some buddies and make a team?

